"Generation Z will become a relevant demographic group in the coming years when it comes to the consumer population. It currently has a great influence on purchase decisions in a number of categories, so it is expected their habits and preferences will increasingly impact the market."

- Ana Paula Gilsogamo, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- The high number of "NEETs" reflects how insecure Gen Z feels about their professional future and impacts their purchasing power
- Gen Z is more likely to boycott brands and products associated with scandals
- Depression and anxiety may be aggravated by the need to fit in socially and social media exposure
- Brands and companies need to adapt to Gen Z young adults, who prefer online shopping and delivery services

Young adults from Generation Z (aged 16-20) currently represent 8% of the Brazilian population, a smaller demographic group compared to older generations. This demographic group is expected to reach 18% of the population in 2029 when the age range will vary from 18 to 30 years old, a large proportion of the economically active population, thus an important part of consumers. It is important, therefore, to understand the preferences, interests and habits of these young adults so brands and companies can prepare to meet their demands in a more competitive way in the near future. In addition, even though Gen Z consumers are not responsible for all their shopping, they have a significant influence on the purchase decisions at home, especially when it comes to clothing, electronic devices, food and drinks, and beauty and personal care products.
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Who’s Innovating?

Cognitive benefits can help Gen Z focus on their tasks

Clean & Clear focuses on Gen Z with help from YouTube

Me & The Bees Lemonade combines entrepreneurial vision and environmental cause with healthy and sustainable production

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Interest in new experiences stands out among Gen Z

Gen Z can’t live without Instagram

Gen Z are more likely to boycott brands if necessary

Other categories can partner with clothing brands to attract Gen Z

Online sales are important for reaching Gen Z

Generation Perception

Interest in new experiences stands out among Gen Z

Gen Z more prone to emotional problems

Gen Z women feel more susceptible to bad influence on social media

Preferred Media Channels

Gen Z can’t live without Instagram

Gen Z see Facebook as entertaining and blogs, podcasts and online magazines and newspapers as informative

International TV shows entertain and expose Gen Z to new ideas
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Healthy food and drinks can appeal to Gen Z, highlighting their contributions to social and environmental causes
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Other categories can partner with clothing brands to attract Gen Z
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Electronics and new technologies help Gen Z in their purchase decisions
Figure 41: QLED Gaming Monitor Samsung

Beauty and personal care products that support social and environmental causes appeal to Gen Z

Attitudes and Opinions

Online sales are important to reaching Gen Z
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Customizable products appeal to Gen Z
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Social media can help users decide travel destinations and purchases in the category
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